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Concept and Design of a
Multistable Plate Structure
A concept is presented for a compliant plate structure that deforms elastically into a vari-
ety of cylindrical shapes and is able to maintain such shapes due to the presence of bista-
ble components within the structure. The whole structure may be fabricated as a
monolithic entity using low-cost manufacturing techniques such as injection molding.
The key steps in the analysis of this novel concept are presented, and a functional model
is designed and constructed to demonstrate the concept and validate the analysis. [DOI:
10.1115/1.4004459]

1 Introduction

Imparting a smooth curvature change to a surface has applica-
tions to, for example, flow control methodologies [1], active jet
inlets, and adaptive, reconfigurable reflector surfaces. Space is
also a particularly suitable environment for compliant mecha-
nisms, due to limitations on power availability and the difficulty
of maintaining adequate lubrication when conventional mecha-
nism components are used repeatedly.

This paper presents a novel concept for a plate structure that
can take up a variety of cylindrically curved shapes [2]; this pro-
posed concept is realized as a single-piece compliant mechanism.
The structure is multistable, which means that it has several differ-
ent configurations of stable equilibrium without any external loads
and, hence, can hold these shapes without the need for continued
actuation. This inherent multistability is one of the primary advan-
tages of the proposed structure over alternative concepts for
morphing surfaces. Multistability may be achieved by material
selection, for example, by exploiting anisotropy [3,4] or by snap-
through behavior [5–7]. It is this approach that is adopted here;
the proposed solution provides a wider range of alternative config-
urations than previously proposed surfacelike multistable
structures.

The combination of mechanisms—both conventional and com-
pliant—with a continuous structure to achieve large deformations
via distributed compliance has been the subject of much research.
For example, topological optimization techniques have been pro-
posed to determine the compliant substructure that enables the
continuous morphing of an airfoil leading edge with compliant
skin [8,9] and an adaptive antenna structure [10]. An alternative
concept proposed for morphing an airfoil trailing edge involves
the localized replacement of the wing skin with compliant bistable
composite plates [11]. This is a promising approach, but the
achieved deformation is restricted by the geometrically stable
configurations of the bistable plates.

The concept that is presented in this paper was inspired by the
adaptive truss proposed in Ref. [7] in which the members forming
the three main longerons are replaced with linear bistable ele-
ments. This results in a reconfigurable multistable structure with
2n discrete stable states, where n is the number of bistable actua-
tors. The concept that is utilized is that of binary robotics, in
which a continuous motion is approximated by actuating a large
number of discrete actuating elements [12]. An adaptive plate
based on double layer Kagome lattice structures was presented in
Refs. [13] and [14]. In these structures, two flat face-sheets, each
consisting of a lattice of structural members, are held at a distance
by a support structure consisting of slender structural members,

thus forming a kind of sandwich plate structure. Curvature is
imparted to this plate by extending or contracting a number of
actuators. Instead, our proposed concept achieves multistability
through the chaining of discrete bistable components that are geo-
metrically offset from a thin plate (“compliant plate”) by means
of a series of inclined thin plates (“corrugated plate structure”).
Changing the length of a bistable component has the effect of
bending the plate, as shown in Fig. 1.

The advantage and novelty of this approach are that it enables
the benefits of multistability—in particular, the ability to lock in a
deformed configuration without the need for continued actua-
tion—to be combined with the benefits of morphing plates. The
replacement of the internal truss structure, such as that adopted in
Refs. [13] and [14], with corrugated webs simplifies the fabrica-
tion of the multistable plate structure. As will be shown, this ena-
bles the structure to be constructed as a single monolithic entity.
The approach pursued in this paper is aimed at applications that
require a range of cylindrical configurations only. If a wider range
of shapes were required, for example, to include also doubly
curved (nonzero Gaussian curvature) configurations, then the dou-
ble-layer Kagome lattice in Ref. [13] would be a better structural
architecture to start from. Bistable actuation could then be incor-
porated in such architecture following the same approach pre-
sented here.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2, the concept is dis-
cussed in a general form, and a simple proof-of-concept model
that demonstrates its feasibility is presented. In the following sec-
tion, a simple analysis determines the required characteristics of
the force-displacement relationship of bistable elements, which
are able to hold a given compliant plate in a deformed configura-
tion. Section 4 presents a suitable choice for the bistable element
and Sec. 5 presents the design of a functional prototype that has
been fabricated using rapid prototyping technology. This structure
contains a chain of five bistable elements. Section 6 concludes the
paper and suggests a number of areas for further work.

2 Structural Concept

A structure with the following properties is desired:

• It should have (i) a flat stable configuration, (ii) a uniformly
curved, cylindrical stable configuration, and (iii) additional,
intermediate stable configurations that consist of flat and uni-
formly curved regions.

• Once the structure has been set into one of its stable configu-
rations, it should maintain this configuration for at least a
specified time duration, if any external disturbances are
smaller than a specified magnitude.

• It should be scalable.

The reason why the range of required shapes for the structure
has been restricted to singly curved is to avoid the much larger
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forces needed to stretch the compliant plate. In future, it may be
desirable to extend the present work to shape changes between
arbitrary curvatures, including nonzero Gaussian curvatures. The
second point is to account for initially stable configurations losing
their stability due to time-dependent material behavior such as
viscoelasticity.

A simple proof-of-concept model made of cardboard is shown
in Fig. 2. This structure consists of three adjacent units forming
equilateral triangles with a side length of �100 mm. Each bistable
element consists of a pair of cardboard plates forming a snap-
through truss, based on the concept adopted by Schiøler and Pelle-
grino [7]. All connections between the plates are made with thin
sheets of paper. The effect of actuating the central bistable com-
ponent is shown in Figs. 2 (a.ii) and (b.ii). It can be seen that the
structure bends by 15 deg and remains curved when the actuation
force is removed. It is thus clear that the concept is viable, and so
a more detailed design is developed.

3 Analysis of Actuation Force

A key step in the realization of the proposed concept is to deter-
mine the minimum force that has to be resisted by the bistable ele-
ments in order to hold the plate structure in a curved
configuration. It will be assumed that the structure is stress free
when it is flat.

A simplified two-dimensional analysis can be carried out on a
single bistable element connected to a compliant plate by means
of a regular pin-jointed triangular truss, Fig. 3(a). When the bista-
ble element is actuated, its length increases by a known amount,
Fig. 3(b). Although the proposed concept requires a chain of
actuating elements, the three adjacent units shown in the figure
fully capture the behavior of the whole structure. This is because
the curvature imparted to the plate by a single bistable element is
localized to the region under the element. The effects of actuating
multiple elements may be determined from superposition.

In Fig. 3(a), the structure is shown with the compliant plate in
the flat configuration. In this configuration, all of the isosceles tri-
angles forming the truss are identical; two sides have length a and
the third side has length L. This length is the initial, i.e., unactu-
ated, length of the bistable element, and has been represented by a
filled rectangle. The internal angles are h1 and 2/1, as shown. The
thick line at the bottom represents the compliant plate. For clarity
and to emphasize that the compliant plate is continuous, a small
offset has been shown between the plate and the joints of the truss;
however, the hinges and the plate are assumed to be collinear in
the analysis.

The bending stiffness of the connections between the members
of the truss is assumed to be negligible in comparison to that of
the plate; if it is not negligible, then springs could be incorporated
into the model shown in Fig. 3 to form a pseudorigid-body

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of structural concept: (a) flat plate and bistable element in configura-
tion 1; (b) curved plate and bistable element in configuration 2

Fig. 2 Cardboard proof-of-concept model in (a) initial configuration: (i) top view and (ii) side
view; (b) deformed configuration: (i) top view and (ii) side view
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representation of the compliant mechanism [15]. This refinement
will not be considered in the present analysis.

When the length of the bistable element connecting hinges 1
and 2 is increased by DL, represented by the hollow rectangle in
Fig. 3(b), the compliant plate bends to accommodate this change.
It can be assumed that when an actuator in a single triangle
changes length, all other triangular units in the structure are sub-
stantially unaffected, i.e., in Fig. 3(b), the distance between hinges
3 and 4 is still approximately equal to L. Hence, the effect of
actuating the bistable element is to change the internal angles of
its associated triangular element to h2 and 2/2, but the angles in
the neighboring triangles remain h1 and 2/1.

The angles h1, /1, /2, and w, defined in Fig. 3, have the
expressions

h1 ¼ arccosðL=2aÞ (1)

/1 ¼ ðp� 2h1Þ=2 (2)

/2 ¼ arcsinððLþ DLÞ=2aÞ (3)

w ¼ p� h1 � /2 (4)

The compliant plate does not kink at a single point but instead
bends to accommodate the rotation of the two outer triangular
units. This deformation can be analyzed by considering the forces
transmitted between the truss and the compliant plate, as seen in
the free body diagrams shown in Fig. 4. Assuming small deflec-
tions, the analysis can be carried out in the undeformed
configuration.

It can be seen that the effect of a force P in an actuated bistable
element is to place a region of the compliant plate into combined
tension and three-point bending, with the bending moment distri-
bution shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. Note that the maximum
value, Mp, is reached at the midpoint

Mp ¼ Dpjp ¼
PL

2
tan h1 (5)

in which jp is the curvature at the midpoint of the plate, and Dp is
the bending stiffness of the plate (assumed to have unit width)

Dp ¼
Et3

12ð1� �2Þ (6)

multiplied by the width of the plate. E and � are the modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the compliant plate, respectively, and t its
thickness.

For the structure to be able to remain locked in this deformed
configuration, the force at which the bistable element snaps must
be greater than the value of P obtained from Eq. (5). The plate
curvature jp in Eq. (5) can be estimated by initially considering a
uniform curvature over the region of plate of length 2L. With this
assumption, one can draw a circular arc through hinges 3, 4, and 5
in Fig. 3(b); the radius of this circle is

Rp ¼
L

p� 2w
(7)

and substituting Eq. (4), the corresponding uniform curvature is
given by

jp ¼
1

Rp
¼ p� 2w

L
¼ 2ðh1 þ /2Þ � p

L
(8)

The actual curvature of the plate has a bilinear form with a maxi-
mum value jp at the center. Because the integral of the curvature
along the plate must be the same, the peak curvature, jp, is given
by

jp ¼ 2jp ¼
4ðh1 þ /2Þ � 2p

L

¼ 4ðarccosðL=2aÞ þ arcsinððLþ DLÞ=2aÞÞ � 2p
L

(9)

Then, the force Pmin that must be carried by the bistable element
without snapping, in order for a plate of unit width to remain
locked in the curved configuration, is

Pmin � 4
Dpð2ðh1 þ /2Þ � pÞ

L2 tan h1

(10)

and, substituting Eqs. (1) and (3)

Pmin � 4
Dpð2ðarccosðL=2aÞ þ arcsinððLþ DLÞ=2aÞÞ � pÞ

L2 tan h1

(11)

The effect of actuating additional bistable elements in the chain
may be determined by superposition of the corresponding free
body diagrams. It has been shown in Fig. 4 that actuating a single
bistable element results in a bilinear bending moment distribution
in the compliant plate immediately below that element. When an
adjacent element is actuated, it generates an identical bending
moment distribution but shifted along by one unit. Superposing
both diagrams results in a region of constant bending moment,
and hence actuating multiple elements results in regions of uni-
form curvature, but the minimum required force in each element
remains that determined in Eq. (10). It can be shown by

Fig. 4 Free body diagrams and associated bending moment in
the plate when a single bistable element is actuated

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional geometric model of the multistable
plate structure concept
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considering joint equilibrium that the two outer diagonal members
are subject to equal compressive forces and the two inner diagonal
members to tensile forces of the same magnitude. When adjacent
segments of plate are also curved, by superposition, the forces in
all inner diagonal members become zero.

Although the above analysis is idealized, its simple parameteriza-
tion allows a rapid and full exploration of the design space and ena-
bles us to evaluate designs that can be realized within the
limitations of available materials and manufacturing technologies.
This obviates the need to run many lengthy nonlinear finite element
analyses. As mentioned above, the assumption is made that the
bending stiffness along the edges of the corrugated plate is negligi-
ble in comparison to that of the compliant plate; this is a reasonable
assumption since our objective is to develop designs in which these
connections are thin. The assumption that the analysis of the forces
and moments in the structure can be done in the original, i.e., unde-
formed configuration, is not considered as a significant limitation
because, in practice, the geometric distortion of each individual
repeating element is small. Of course, the cumulative shape change
resulting from actuating multiple adjacent bistable elements is
large. An advantage of the simplified approach that has been
adopted is that it led to the insight that actuation of multiple bistable
elements results in zero force in all the diagonal members.

4 Bistable Element

The analysis in Sec. 3 incorporates the bistable element as an
idealized component that imparts a change in length and resists an

analytically determined restoring force. A practical realization of
this concept requires a specific bistable element that could
actually be incorporated in a multistable plate. The starting point
for our search for such an element was a recent study of multicon-
figuration space frames [7] in which bistable struts based on the
concept of the von Mises snap-through truss were used to form a
space frame. The concept that was adopted in this study is shown
in Fig. 5; it consists of two identical pairs of 5 mm wide and 0.35
mm thick plates attached to a stiff post and U-frame by means of
“living hinges” [15]. This whole assembly was constructed as a
single piece by injection molding Nylon6. These structures may
be incorporated with actuators to enable remote transition. For
example, a similar bistable snap-though structure has been dem-
onstrated, which is successfully coupled with dielectric elastomer
actuators to enable repeated back-and-forth transition [16].

The transition between the two configurations shown involves
buckling of the plates, which must be sufficiently thin to avoid
any permanent deformation during this process. The force-dis-
placement of this structure has the simple trilinear form shown in
Fig. 6 if the material behavior is idealized as linear-elastic and
axial deformation is neglected. In reality, Nylon6 behaves as a
viscoelastic solid at room temperature, and hence the measured
force-displacement relationship is actually rate dependent; also,
the axial stiffness of the plates is finite, and so the first and last
parts of the response curve are not vertical.

The same concept was adopted for the present study; but, here,
a single von Mises truss is sufficient for each bistable element
because the compliant plate and corrugated plate structure assem-
bly provide firm attachment points for the bistable elements. An
initial implementation is shown in Figs. 7 and 8; note that the
width of the U-frame has been set equal to the full width of the
corrugated plate and the post has been shortened. Also, the bista-
ble element has been connected to the corrugated plate structure
by means of living hinges perpendicular to the plane of bending
of the multistable structure, to allow the angle changes from h1 to

Fig. 5 Design concept of snap-through strut with stroke of
� 5 mm (from Ref. [7])

Fig. 6 Elastic prediction versus measured behavior of snap-
through strut (adapted from Ref. [7])

Fig. 7 Initial concept of multistable plate structure with inte-
gral snap-through elements

Fig. 8 Two configurations of bistable element in initial concept
of multistable plate structure
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h2. This particular model was made by stereolithography with the
material SI50 (also known as Accura 50).

There are several analytical solutions for the response of a sim-
ple von Mises truss [17,18], but they do not account for the effects
of living hinges. Hence, a finite element simulation will be used in
Sec. 5 to determine the force-displacement response of the present
structure.

5 Design and Realization of a Functional Prototype

Our approach to verify the above analysis is to carry out a
detailed analysis of the bistable element, which is the critical com-
ponent of our design, as explained in Sec. 4, and to use the analyt-
ical tools of Sec. 3 to evaluate the rest of the design. The validity
of this approach will then be demonstrated by constructing a func-
tioning physical model. It was decided that performing a nonlinear
finite element analysis of the complete system would not provide
significant additional information.

A working prototype containing five bistable elements chained
in sequence, resulting in a total of 25 ¼ 32 stable configurations,
is shown in Fig. 9. The effect of sequential actuation of the five
bistable elements is shown—each resulting in a different stable
configuration. The length of the curved region increases in propor-
tion to the number of elements that have been actuated.

This prototype was made by the PolyJet 3D printing rapid pro-
totype technology [20] using the acrylic-based polymer Full-
Cure720. This material has an unrelaxed modulus, evaluated
using ASTM D-638 [21], of 2870 MPa [22] and Poisson’s ratio of
0.3. This technology is advantageous for this application as it ena-
bles two materials—an acrylic-based photopolymer and a sacrifi-
cial support structure—to be deposited simultaneously, which
allows complex three-dimensional structures to be made to high
geometric accuracy.

A computer aided design model of this prototype is shown in
Fig. 10. The design is monolithic as the bistable structures, the
corrugated plate structure—based around equilateral triangles
with side length L ¼ a ¼ 10 mm —and the compliant plate are all

Fig. 9 Sequential actuation of prototype containing five bistable elements

Fig. 10 Multistable plate structure prototype
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fabricated together as a single entity. It can be seen that the U-
frames have been stiffened by making them deeper and thicker, to
ensure that the maximum snap-through force of the von Mises
trusses is reached. Holes have been placed throughout the struc-
ture to facilitate the removal of the above-mentioned sacrificial
support structure, which is deposited during fabrication.

In this design, the snap-through truss plates are 9.79 mm long,
9 mm wide, and 0.5 mm thick. They are connected to the rest of
the bistable element by 2 mm long, 0.2 mm thick living hinges at
either end.

FullCure720 is actually viscoelastic, but it is not necessary to
consider time-dependence in the present design because the whole
structure is made of the same material, and if a linear viscoelastic
model is applicable [19], then all parts will relax at the same rate
regardless of the initial level of strain. With these assumptions,
the stability and locking criteria are dependent only on the geome-
try of the structure.

This design was verified by carrying out a finite-element simu-
lation of the bistable element by itself, to capture the effects of the
living hinges, which cannot be made by current rapid prototyping
technologies as thin as by injection molding and, hence, provide a
noticeable bias in the response curve toward the initially manufac-
tured shape. The results of this analysis were then compared with
the restoring behavior of the compliant plate and corrugated plate,
already examined in Sec. 3.

The displacement-controlled response of the bistable element
was computed with a quasistatic nonlinear finite element analysis,
using the commercial finite element software SAMCEF [23]. The
structure was modeled with three-node Timoshenko beam ele-
ments. The results are shown in Fig. 11, where it can be seen that
the bistable element is in equilibrium with zero external force in
two different stable configurations, E1 and E3: The displacement
between these two configurations provides the stroke
DL ¼ 1:73 mm of the bistable element. Note that there is also a
third, intermediate equilibrium configuration, E2, which, however,
is unstable.

Next, the restoring force due to the flexure of the 0.2 mm thick
and 30 mm wide compliant plate was considered. The material re-
moval holes reduce its effective width to 20 mm. Taking the bista-
ble element stroke DL as a variable, the restoring force can be
evaluated using Eq. (10); this response is plotted with a dotted
line in the figure. The intersection of the two response lines,
marked with point S in the figure, defines a stable equilibrium
configuration for the whole structure. The corresponding stroke of
the bistable element is DL ¼ 1:68 mm, and hence the value of the
peak curvature calculated from Eq. (9) is jp ¼ 0:040=mm.

The ratio between the force in the bistable element, FS, and the
maximum value, FR, before the element snaps back is FR=FS ¼ 3:3.

Hence, a substantial margin against the restoring force exerted by the
compliant plate causing snap-back is predicted. This result indicates
that the plate is expected to lock in its curved configuration, and this
behavior was indeed confirmed by the experimental verification
shown in Fig. 9.

6 Conclusion

This paper has proposed and demonstrated a novel concept for
a multistable structure that may be used to impart discrete smooth
curvature changes to a compliant plate. The proposed concept
may be realized as a monolithic compliant mechanism, and this
has been demonstrated through the fabrication of such a structure
using rapid-prototyping technology. Our designs of the demon-
stration models were initially formulated following the simple
geometric approach presented in Sec. 3, based on a simple analyti-
cal estimate of the restoring force that must be sustained by the
bistable elements in order to lock the plate in a curved configura-
tion. Once a detailed design had been worked out, the analysis of
the restoring force was refined by means of a full finite-element
simulation that incorporated the effects of the living hinges in the
structure.

Viscoelastic effects were neglected in the analysis as it was
argued that, in a linear viscoelastic model, the stress distribution
would decay at the same rate everywhere. This is a reasonable
assumption in a structure made of the same material throughout,
provided that time-dependent shape changes can be neglected. Of
course, this aspect of the analysis could be refined.

The most challenging part of the work that has been presented
in this paper has been the construction of functional demonstration
models that would be useful in practical applications. Injection
molding is likely to be a cost-effective approach for large scale
manufacturing, as it enables the construction of robust living
hinges, but the cost of tooling is prohibitive for initial verification
models. After exploring a number of alternatives, the approach
that was adopted for the models presented in this paper was to use
acrylic-based laser-sintered photopolymers, which, however, are
not suitable for an arduous operating environment and are prone
to fatigue failure when subjected to repeated cyclic loading during
the operation of the structure.

Several high-tech potential applications of the proposed con-
cept have been identified in the introduction, but, in fact, it seems
likely that the combination of multistability and compliant mecha-
nisms will make our approach attractive for high volume con-
sumer products. The application of curvature in one-dimension is
of course useful for many such applications, but the ability to
impart complex local three-dimensional shapes to an initially
smooth surface may be even more desirable. Hence, an extension
of the presented work to surfaces with nonzero Gaussian curvature
should be considered.
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